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Phase transitions and the giant
magnetoelectric effect in multiferroics

A K Zvezdin, A P Pyatakov

1. Introduction

It has long been noted that despite the different nature of
structural phase transitions in them, the three classes of
crystalline solid bodies Ð ferromagnets, ferroelectrics, and
ferroelastics Ð have a whole series of similarities such as the
existence of specific domains, anomalous physical properties
in the neighborhood of a transition, hysteresis, etc. In 1969,
K Aizu unified them into a single class of materials
collectively named ferroics, due to the prefix `ferro' they

share [1]. Multiferroics are a class of crystalline solids in
which at least two of the three order parameters Ðmagnetic,
electrical, or mechanical Ð coexist.

The subject matter of this work is ferromagnetoelectrics,
i.e., materials withmagnetic and electric order simultaneously
present [2, 3]. The relationship between magnetic and electric
subsystems in ferromagnetoelectrics manifests itself as mag-
netoelectric (ME) effects and opens up the possibility of using
an electric field to control the magnetic properties of a
material or, vice versa, to use a magnetic field to modulate
the electrical properties. All this makes ferromagnetoelectrics
likely candidate materials for magnetic field sensors and
writing/reading devices.

Although this theme is not new (the first ferromagneto-
electric was synthesized back in 1961 [4]), it has long been of
purely academic interest because of the relatively small values
of the observed magnetoelectric effects and because these
effects have usually only been seen at low temperatures. For
example, for the classical magnetoelectric material Cr2O3

(chromite) the magnitude of the magnetoelectric effect is
a � P=H � 3�10ÿ10 C (m2 Oe)ÿ1 (3:7�10ÿ12 s mÿ1 or 10ÿ4
in the CGS system). ME effects two orders of magnitude
stronger were observed in TbPO4 [5]: 10ÿ2 (in the CGS
system) or 3�10ÿ10 s mÿ1. In current terminology such
effects are referred to as giant. However, in this particular
compound the magnetoelectric effect only exists at tempera-
tures below 2 K. It is only recently that materials showing
giant magnetoelectric effects at room temperature have been
obtained [6].

The discovery of giant ME effects is of particular interest
in the light of the rapid development of spin electronics, a new
branch of microelectronics which makes use of the transport
properties of spin-polarized electrons. The main concern of
spin electronics is converting information in the form of
magnetization into an electrical voltage. Currently, this
problem is being solved by using the phenomenon of giant
magnetic resistance (GMR) [7]. With the alternative offered
by the giant magnetoelectric effect, devices working on the
giant magnetoelectric effect can possibly present competition
to GMR devices in the future.

Also of interest are prospects for using magnetoelectric
materials in magnetic memory devices. The major limiting
factor in increasing the data-recording density is the
magnetic dipole interaction, and this gives promise to the
use of magnetoelectrics, most of which are antiferromagnets
in which magnetoelectric domains can act as information
bits.

Thus, for a ferromagnetoelectric to be used for practical
purposes, the following are simultaneously required: (1) high
(above room) electric and magnetic transition temperatures,
(2) a large ME effect, and (3) low electrical conductivity at
room temperature.

2. The ferromagnetoelectric bismuth ferrite BiFeO3

Among various ferromagnetoelectric materials, one of the
most attractive is bismuth ferrite BiFeO3. There are both
fundamental science and applied aspects of interest in this
material. The relatively simple chemical and crystal structure
of bismuth ferrite makes it interesting as a model object for
first-principles studies. Moreover, bismuth ferrite is of
practical interest as the basis for creating magnetoelectric
materials Ð to a large measure due to its record high
temperatures for electric (Tc � 1083 K) and magnetic
(TN � 643 K) ordering.
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Bismuth ferrite crystallizes in a rhombohedrically dis-
torted perovskite structure with lattice parameters
ahex � 5:58 and chex � 13:9 A

�
(in hexagonal setting). Early

neutron diffraction studies [8] showed bismuth ferrite to
possess antiferromagnetic G-type order, in which each atom
is surrounded by six others with opposite spin directions.
More precise time-of-flight neutron diffraction measure-
ments [9] revealed the presence of a more complex spatially
modulated structure, with a large period l � 620� 20 A

�

incommensurate with that of the crystal lattice. The mag-
netic moments of iron ions, while maintaining the local
antiferromagnetic G-type alignment, rotate along the propa-
gation direction of the modulated wave in a plane perpendi-
cular to the hexagonal basal plane.

Although bismuth ferrite belongs to the space group R3c,
its magnetoelectric properties are conveniently analyzed in
terms of first-order perturbation theory using a centrosym-
metric group R3�c as the zero approximation. The irreducible
representations of the space group R3�c are listed in the table
below. There are eight of them: four one- dimensional
�G1;G2;G5;G6� and four two-dimensional �G3;G4;G7;G8�.
The symmetry elements of group R3�c are produced by the
identical transformation E�, spatial inversion Iÿ, a 3-fold
symmetry axis 3z�, and a 2-fold symmetry axis 2x�. The
plus-sign superscript on a symmetry operator indicates that
the magnetic sublattice transforms into itself; the minus-sign
superscript means that it transforms into a sublattice with
opposite spin direction under the symmetry transformation.
While these features of the symmetry operators have no effect
on the transformation rules of electric and magnetic fields,
they do affect the transformation rules for the antiferromag-
netism operator L, which is defined as the difference of the
sublattice magnetization vectors,

L �M1 ÿM2 : �1�

The vector components of the electric field E, magnetic
fieldH, electric polarization P, andmagnetizationM, and the
components of the antiferromagnetism vector L are placed in
the table according to their transformation properties. It is
readily seen that the following combinations of the vector
components correspond to the irreducible representation G1,
i.e., are invariant under symmetry transformations:
Ez�HyLx ÿHxLy�, Lz�HyEx ÿHxEy�, Hz�ExLy ÿ EyLx�,
Ex�HyLy ÿHxLx� � Ey�HxLy �HyLx�. This means that the
expression for the free energy will contain terms proportional
to these invariants.

Since the polarization is the derivative of the free energy
with respect to the electric field,

Pi � ÿ qF
qEi

; �2�

it follows that for the linear magnetoelectric effect tensor,
which relates the vector of the magnetic-field-induced
polarization with the magnetic field vector,

P induced
i � ai jHj ; �3�

we have [10]

ai; j �
ÿa1Lx ÿa4Lz � a1Ly ÿa2Ly

a1Ly � a4Lz a1Lx a2Lx

ÿa3Ly a3Lx 0

������
������ : �4�

Note also that from the table of irreducible representa-
tions it follows that there exist a fundamental magneto-
electric interaction between spontaneous magnetization and
spontaneous polarization, P 0

z �MyLx ÿMxLy�; an invariant
Ez�MyLx ÿMxLy�, which gives rise to spontaneous polariza-
tion

P 0
z � �0; 0;MyLx ÿMxLy� ; �5�

and an invariant P 0
z �HyLx ÿHxLy�, which gives rise to

spontaneous magnetization,

M � ÿ qF
qH
� �PzLy;ÿPzLx; 0� : �6�

Equations (5) and (6) contain only the z component of
spontaneous polarization, since it is known from experi-
ments that spontaneous polarization is directed along the
3-fold axis in bismuth ferrite.

Besides the ME effect and spontaneous magnetization,
the magnetic symmetry of bismuth ferrite also allows the
existence of a special type ofmagnetic order known as toroidal
[11, 12]. The existence of a toroidal moment is due to the
presence in the free energy of a term proportional to the
invariantÿ

T � �E�H�� : �7�

From this it follows that the vector components of the
toroidal moment are proportional to the antisymmetric part
of the linear ME-effect tensor,

Ti � ei j kaj k : �8�

It is easily verified by comparing Eqns (8) and (4) that for
bismuth ferrite the vector components of the toroidal
moment are proportional to the components of the anti-
ferromagnetism vector,

Tx

Ty

� �
� Lx

Ly

� �
; Tz � Lz : �9�

Thus, crystal symmetry allows the existence in bismuth ferrite
of a linear ME effect (4), spontaneous magnetization (6), and
a toroidal moment (9). However, under normal conditions
these effects are not observed due to the existence of a
spatially modulated spin structure. As is seen from Eqns (4),
(6), and (9), for the ferromagnetism vector varying periodi-
cally in space the volume-averaged values of the magneto-
electric-effect tensor components, magnetization, and toroi-
dal moment are zero. When the spatially modulated structure
is destroyed, however, all three effects do manifest them-
selves, as will be discussed below.

Note that the presence of a modulated structure does not
rule out the existence of the quadratic ME effect Pi �
bi j kHjHk. This is confirmed experimentally in Refs [13, 14].

3. Spatially modulated spin structure
The existence of a spatially modulated spin structure
discovered in Ref. [9] was given a theoretical justification in
Ref. [15], in which it is shown that the formation of the
modulated structure is due to the presence in the free-energy-
density expression of the Lifshitz invariant

fL � gPz�LxHxLz � LyHyLz ÿ LzHxLx ÿ LzHyLy� ; �10�
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where g is a coefficient of magnetoelectric nature. This
invariant combination of vectors can be obtained from
Table 1 by noting that the vector

HH �
�

q
qx

;
q
qy

;
q
qz

�

transforms by the same rules as the polar vectorsE andP. It is
worthwhile noting that combination (10) is called the Lifshitz
invariant by analogy with the invariant of the form

Li
qLj

qx
ÿ Lj

qLi

qx
;

but what is different about combination (10) is that it requires
the presence of spontaneous polarization for its existence.

The total expression for the free-energy density is written
in the form

f � fL � fexch � fan ; �11�

where

fexch � A
X

i� x; y; z

�Hli�2 � A
��Hy�2 � sin2 y�Hj�2� �12�

is the exchange energy, A � 3� 107 erg cmÿ1 is the nonuni-
form exchange constant (also known as exchange stiffness),

fan � Ku sin
2 y �13�

is the anisotropy energy, and y and j are the polar and
azimuthal angles of the unit antiferromagnetism vector l �
�sin y cosj; sin y sinj; cos y� in a spherical coordinate system
with the polar axis along the principal axis (hexagonal
setting).

Minimizing the free energy functional F � � f dV by the
Lagrange ±Euler method and neglecting anisotropy, the
functions y�x; y; z� and j�x; y; z� are found to be [10, 15]

j0 � const � arctan

�
qy
qx

�
; y0 � qxx� qyy ; �14�

where q is the wave vector of the spatially modulated spin
structure. Solution (14) is a cycloid whose plane is perpendi-
cular to the basal plane and is oriented along the modulation-
wave propagation direction.

Refining the calculation by allowing for anisotropy, Ku is
given by the formula [15, 16]

cos y � sn

�
qxx; m � ÿKu

E

�
; �15�

which corresponds to an anharmonic cycloid. For an
anisotropy constant much smaller that the exchange energy,
Ku 5E � Aq 2, the modulus parameter of the elliptic sine m
tends to zero, and solution (15) goes over to Eqn (14).

The point to note here is that in addition to neutron
diffraction methods, NMR observations lend support to the
existence of the spatially modulated structure [17 ± 19].
Instead of a single peak corresponding to a uniform
structure, these observations have revealed a spectral line of
complex shape with its two maxima corresponding to spin
alignments perpendicular and parallel to the principal axis
(Fig. 1). The shape analysis of the line has not only revealed
the presence of the cycloid but has also yielded the spin
distribution over its length, which at low temperatures
�T � 4:2 K) was found to be essentially anharmonic in that
overmost of the cycloid period spins are at a small angle to the
axis, thus increasing the intensity of the high-frequency peak.
As the temperature is increased, the line shape becomes
increasingly symmetric, the anharmonicity decreases, and at
room temperature the coordinate dependence of the angle
tends to a linear one [17] (see Fig. 1a, 1b).

Substituting Eqn (14) into Eqn (11) and assuming the
cycloid to be harmonic, the volume-averaged free-energy
density is

hF i � Aq 2 ÿ �gPz� q� Ku

2
: �16�
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Figure 1.NMR spectra of 57Fe nuclei in BiFeO3 at 77 K (a) and 304 K (b)

[17].

Table 1. Irreducible representations (IR) of the space group R3�c. R is the matrix for a 120� rotation about the z axis (c axis in hexagonal setting).

IR E� Iÿ 3z� 2x� Hi, Ei Li

G1

G2

G3

G4

G5

G6

G7

G8

1
1

1 0
0 1

� �
1 0
0 1

� �
1
1

1 0
0 1

� �
1 0
0 1

� �

1
1

1 0
0 1

� �
1 0
0 1

� �
ÿ1
ÿ1

ÿ1 0
0 ÿ1

� �
ÿ1 0
0 ÿ1

� �

1
1

R

R

1

1

R

R

1
ÿ1

1 0
0 ÿ1

� �
ÿ1 0
0 1

� �
1
ÿ1

1 0
0 ÿ1

� �
ÿ1 0
0 1

� �

Hz,Mz

Hx

Hy

� �
;

Mx

My

� �
Hy

ÿHx

� �
;

My

ÿMx

� �

Ez;Pz

Ex

Ey

� �
;

Px

Py

� � Lz

Lx

Ly

� �
Ly

ÿLx

� �
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The wave vector corresponding to the energy minimum is

q � 2p
l
� gPz

2A
: �17�

Knowing the period of the structure �l � 620 A
� � and

assuming the polarization Pz � 6� 10ÿ6 C cmÿ2 and the
exchange constant A � 3� 10ÿ7 erg cmÿ1, the nonuniform
magnetoelectric coefficient is estimated to be g �
105 erg Cÿ1� 10ÿ2 V.

4. Magnetic-field-induced phase transition
Since the volume-averaged magnetoelectric effect, sponta-
neous magnetization, and toroidal moment are all zero due to
the presence of the cycloid, the destruction of the spatially
modulated structure is the necessary condition for the
existence of all the effects. One of the ways of suppressing
the modulated structure is applying a strong magnetic field.
This means introduction of an additional term to the
expression for the anisotropy constant, giving (the magnetic
field is applied along the 3-fold axis c)

Ku � K 0
u ÿ w?

H 2
z

2
; �19�

where w? is the magnetic susceptibility in the direction
perpendicular to the antiferromagnetism vector, and K 0

u is
the uniaxial anisotropy constant in the absence of a field. For
a field greater than a certain critical value, the existence of a
spatially modulated structure may become unfavorable
compared to the uniform state, whose energy is defined by

Fhom � Ku ; �20�

where Ku is the constant of effective anisotropy (19).
Figure 2 shows the dependence of the free-energy density

on the applied field for the spatially modulated structure (16)
and the uniform state (20). Although at low fields the spatially
modulated structure is more favorable energetically than the
modulated state, for high fields the situation is different. The
critical fieldHc for the phase transition to the uniform state is
found from Eqns (16) and (20) to be

Hc �
������������������������������
2�K 0

u � 2Aq 2�
w?

s
: �21�

Assuming K 0
u 5Aq 2 and taking A � 3� 10ÿ7 erg cmÿ1 and

w? � 4:7� 10ÿ5, the critical field is estimated to be
� 200 kOe. A theoretical treatment of phase transitions in
bismuth ferrite with allowance for the anharmonic nature of
the cycloid is given in Ref. [16].

The destruction of the spatially modulated structure and
the appearance of a linear magnetoelectric effect and of a
toroidal moment in bismuth ferrite have been confirmed
experimentally by measuring the magnetic-field variation of
polarization in pulsed fields [10, 20, 21]. For H < Hc, the
polarization depends almost linearly on the field; however, in
a field equal to the critical one the polarization experiences a
sudden jump, which is accompanied by the appearance of a
linear ME effect and by the renormalization of the quadratic
ME-effect tensor (Fig. 3). The critical field and the linear
magnetoelectric effects were found to be � 200 kOe and
� 10ÿ10 C (m2 Oe)ÿ1, respectively. It was also found from
the polarization variations that at the critical field a toroidal
moment appears in thematerial [21].Magnetizationmeasure-
ments in strong magnetic fields revealed the presence of a
spontaneous magnetization of 0.25 G cm3 gÿ1 in fields above
Hc [22]. Thus, in a field above the critical value all three effects
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allowed by the symmetry of the crystal Ð the linear ME
effect, spontaneous magnetization, and toroidal moment Ð
were observed.

The measurements of Refs [10, 20 ± 22] were carried out in
pulsed fields. In recent years, experiments on electron spin
resonance in bismuth ferrite in a static magnetic field have
yielded a more accurate value for the transition field,
Hc � 180 kOe. Also, it is shown that at the phase transition
the resonance line shows a large hysteresis as the field
increases and decreases [23]. The magnetoelectric coefficient
value of 3.3 V (cm Oe)ÿ1 found by approximating the
experimental dependences above the critical field is in good
agreement with the value of the giant ME effect in thin
bismuth ferrite films [6].

5. Bismuth ferrite ± based materials
and the giant magnetoelectric effect
The spatially modulated structure can be suppressed in ways
other than by applying strong magnetic fields. One such way
is to substitute rare-earth ions for bismuth ions. Compounds
of formula RFeO3 (rare-earth orthoferrites) also have a
perovskite-like structure but distorted orthorhombically.
Introducing rare-earth impurities can increase the aniso-
tropy constant of bismuth ferrite to the point where the
existence of a spatially modulated structure becomes energe-
tically unfavorable.

The ME-effect measurements of Refs [14, 24 ± 27] were
made on bismuth ferrite compounds of the form
Bi1ÿxRxFeO3, in which rare-earth ions of lanthanum,
gadolinium, and dysprosium were substituted for bismuth
ions. Figure 4a shows the field dependence of polarization for
pure bismuth ferrite and Bi0:92La0:08FeO3. Both materials
display quadratic dependences, but even a relatively small
concentration of lanthanum leads to a significantly increased
quadratic effect. Results on the ME effect in bismuth ferrite
compounds with a high concentration of rare-earth impu-
rities are given in Fig. 4b. The magnetic field variations are
found to be linear. The linear magnetoelectric effect was
largest [0:05� 10ÿ9 C (m2 Oe)ÿ1] in dysprosium compounds
at the liquid-helium temperature (4.2 K). As the temperature
is increased, the linearmagnetoelectric effect decreases, and at
the liquid-nitrogen temperature it is only observed in

dysprosium compounds. A further interesting feature of the
bismuth ferrite ± based solid solutions is the low-field polar-
ization switching effect with a characteristic `butterfly'
hysteresis (Fig. 4b). High-field polarization measurements
on bismuth ferrite with a low lanthanum content �x < 0:3�
showed that although at such impurity concentrations the
spatially modulated structure persists, adding lanthanum
decreases the value of the field required for the transition
from the spatially modulated to the uniform state [26, 27].
However, the relatively small values of the observed effects
and the loss of magnetoelectric and dielectric properties at
room temperatures preclude speaking of the practical use of
these materials.

Recently, however, encouraging results have been
obtained on thin films of BiFeO3, in which a giant magneto-
electric effect dE=dH � 3 V (cm Oe)ÿ1 was observed [6]. The
destruction of the spatially modulated structure in the films is
possibly due to epitaxial stresses which, whether working
through the magnetostriction or piezoelectric effects, can
create magnetic and electric fields critical for phase transi-
tions. In addition to the large magnetoelectric effect, the films
also displayed anomalously high values of polarization
(0.6 C mÿ2), an order of magnitude higher than for bulk
samples (0.061 C mÿ2).

Large values of ME effects can be obtained in
composite materials, i.e., in structures consisting of alter-
nate magnetostriction and piezoelectric layers [28 ± 31].
Such a composite material behaves as an effective magneto-
electric medium in which the ME interaction is mediated by
the mechanical subsystem. The effects reach 0.1 V (cm Oe)ÿ1

in a static magnetic field and 90 V (cm Oe)ÿ1 in a magnetic
field alternating at the electromechanical resonance fre-
quency dependent on sample dimensions and composite
parameters [31].

We cannot conclude without mentioning the optical
methods used in the study of magnetoelectric materials.
Reference [32] introduces the concept of the electromagne-
tooptical effect, which manifests itself as a change in the
rotation angle of the polarization of light due to the applied
electrical and magnetic fields [32, 33].

A study of the temperature variation of the intensity of the
second optical harmonic in bismuth ferrite [34] showed that
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the appearance of electrical and magnetic order affects the
nonlinear magnetooptical response. The experiment revealed
a sharp increase in the intensity of the second optical
harmonic with decreasing temperature below the Curie
point, and demonstrated a nonlinear variation of the
intensity with the temperature close to the NeÂ el point.

6. Conclusions
Bismuth ferrite BiFeO3 is a multiferroic material with
uniquely high temperatures for electric (Tc � 1083 K) and
magnetic (TN � 643 K) ordering, which makes it attractive
for practical applications. A necessary condition for obser-
ving a linear magnetoelectric effect, spontaneous magnetiza-
tion, and a toroidal moment in the BiFeO3 compound is that
the spatially modulated spin structure be destroyed. One way
of suppressing the spin cycloid is applying strong magnetic
fields in which the system makes a phase transition from a
spatially modulated to a uniform state, during which all three
effects appear. Other methods of suppressing the spin cycloid
(such as replacing bismuth ions by rare-earth ions or
preparing epitaxial films of bismuth ferrite) led to the ME
effect an order of magnitude stronger than previously
observed. These effects are known as giant in current
terminology.
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